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The Input Expansion Unit is a self-powered, multi-channel digital data
buffer designed to expand input capability through the Input Interface Unit (HU)
of the Electronic Scene Generator (ESG), an array of visual simulation hard-
ware delivered under Contracts NAS 9-1375 and NAS 9-3916. This report
describes the Input Expansion Unit (IEU) and modifications made to the operating
software of the ESG R 520 computer in order to adapt the ESG for use with the
IEU. Also described herein are certain other modifications made to the oper-









2. INPUT EXPANSION UNIT
2.1 GENERAL
When the EEU is connected into the ESG, the IEU accepts blocks of data
from four digital source computers and outputs all the collected data to the IIU
through the IIU input port previously assigned to the DDP-24 computer. This
change is pictured in Figure 2-1. The IEU serves ito allow each of the four
source computers to input blocks of data under its own control, and asynchro-
nously with respect to the other source computers and the ESG frame rate.
At the interface to the IIU, the IEU simulates the DDP-24 previously connected
to the IIU. The IEU is designed to be completely compatible with IIU and
source computer interface electronics, and the IEU may be removed from the
ESG, by interchanging appropriate cable connections, whenever it is desirable
to return to the old configuration.
' I
Each source computer provides 16 24-bit words in a block transfer. The
format of the block is given in Table 2-1. Each source computer is guaranteed
immediate response by the IEU to a service request if the block transfer rate
does not exceed 500 Hz. It should be noted that an interrupt is not used here
in any of the source computer interfaces.
Each source computer can provide either of two kinds of positional data,
incremental (single-word) or absolute (double-word). The IEU provides the
capability to accumulate incremental data from any source computer, under
control of a bit in the digital control word shown in Figure 2-2, in the event
































































































































ALL DIGITAL SOURCE COMPUTERS:
WORD 1, BIT 17 - "1" = INCREMENTAL DATA MODE
BIT 23 - "1" = SYS1 INITIALIZE
BIT 22 - "1" = SYS2 INITIALIZE
BIT 21 - "1" = SYS3 INITIALIZE
Figure 2-2. Digital Control Word
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The IEU is interruptable by the IIU, in the same sense that the DDP-24 is
in the old configuration. Once interrupted, the IEU will provide to the IIU,
on completion of the current IEU internal operation, a 64-word data block
(see Table 2-1) consisting of the most recently received and processed data
from each of the source computers. Whenever incremental positional data is
sent to the IIU, the corresponding locations of the IEU output buffer memory
are cleared so that the nu will not continue to receive non-zero increments
on successive transfers and also in order that later accumulation of incremental
data in the IEU will begin with zero in the output buffer, where accumulation is
performed.
2.2 ORGANIZATION
The IEU is organized into two sections corresponding physically to the two
circuit boards on which all digital hardware is mounted (see Figure 2-3).
The first section consists of four input channels associated with the four
digital source computers. Each input channel contains an interface controller,
designed to operate specifically with the source computer assigned to the chan-
nel, and an input buffer memory, which stores incoming data temporarily.
The second section consists of an output buffer memory and two interactive
controllers, one for transferring data from any input buffer to the corresponding
section of the output buffer and the other for interfacing with the IIU. Also in-
cluded in this section is the logic necessary for performing accumulation of
incremental data and the clearing of corresponding locations of the output buffer
when incremental data is shipped to the IIU.
2.3 OPERATION




Each of the four digital source computer interface controllers operates
independently of the others, inputting a data block each time the source computer
requires service. The data is collected temporarily in the Input Buffer Memory.
When a particular block transfer is complete an indicator known as the Data
Ready Flag is set to alert the Internal Transfer Controller that the corresponding
input buffer contains new data requiring processing.
Within two milliseconds, the Internal Transfer Controller will recog-
nize a Data Ready Flag set by any input interface controller and transfer the
input buffer data into a section of the output buffer, performing the accumula-
tion of any incremental positional data in the process. The Data Ready Flags
are inspected by a commutator mechanism which circulates continuously except
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Figure 2-5. Board #2 - Functional Description
o rt /O O
The Internal Transfer Controller continues to process Data Ready
Flags until an interrupt is received from the IIU. Upon receipt of the interrupt,
a current internal transfer will continue to completion but then no new internal
transfers will be allowed to begin. As soon as the current internal transfer,
if any, is complete, the IIU interrupt is accepted and interface with IIU begun.
Sixty-four 24-bit words are transferred to the IIU, one source computer block
at a time. As each digital control word is output to the nu, the incremental
mode bit is checked. If the positional data of the given block is incremental,
then later, as the positional data is sent to the IIU, the corresponding Output
Buffer Memory locations are cleared. Upon completion of the IIU interface,
commutator scanning resumes.
It should be noted that data accumulation and memory clearing in the
output buffer, as well as all other memory input, are performed by placing old
data or all zeros in the Data Latch and controlling the output of the Data Selector
(see Figure 2-3) just before the memory is written8 into. A summary of the
inputs to the adder for the various control conditions is given in Table 2-2.
It should also be noted that zeros are effectively loaded into the latch by dis-
abling address decoding which drives the memory address lines, thus forcing
a constant (all 1's) onto the memory output lines (the latch is also used to
invert the I's-complement of the data which appears on the memory output
lines - see Figure 2-5).
TABLE 2-2





























2.3.2.1 Board # 1 Logic
(Refer to Figure 2-4.)
Each of the input channels to the nu operates in essentially the
same manner with .respect to source computer interfacing and identically with
respect to internal transfers. For purposes of discussion, the input channels
can be treated by describing essential features common to all of them, and
then pointing out specific differences when necessary. The details of source
computer interface requirements may be found in Sec. 2. 4, and in Sec. 3.1.4 of
Instruction Manual for Modifications to Interim Visual Spacef light Simulator,
Vol. I. (Note that the interrupt signals (GINT, INT) are not used with the IEU.)
Three of the four source computer interfaces (R440, DDP-24,
and R520) are sell-defining in the sense that beginning- and end-of-transfer
indications are provided in some form in each of the interfaces. These in-
dications may be used to generate a reset pulse to the address counter asso-
\s , ciated with the Input Buffer Memory at the beginning of a block transfer, to
insure that the first word sent by the source computer is stored in the first
location of memory, and so on. These signals may also be used to set the
Data Ready Flag at the end of a block transfer. The Sigma 5, however, pro-
vides only one signal, in the form of a series of data ready pulses, and must
be handled somewhat differently.
Each Interface Controller contains an External Transfer Enabled
flip-flop and a shift register for generating timing signals. When the first
data ready pulse is received from a source computer, a memory address
counter reset pulse is generated and then the External Transfer Enabled flip-
flop is set. At the same time a reclocked version of the data ready pulse
,starts down the shift register, generating a write pulse to the memory and
then a count pulse to the address counter. Some time later, a data received
pulse is issued back to the source computer (for R440, DDP-24, and R520
interfaces). As soon as each source computer loads its output register with
the next data word, another data ready pulse is issued to the IEU, and the
process continues.
The three source computers with self-defining interfaces each
provide an end-of-transfer indication on the transmission of the last word.
As soon as the last address counter count pulse is generated, the External
Transfer Enabled flip-flop is reset and the Data Ready Flag set. It should
V / be noted that all of the interface controllers are designed such that, if any of
the source computers attempts to transmit another block of data before the
Data Ready Flag is recognized by the internal transfer controller and old data
transferred from the input to output buffer, the source computer will be forced
to wait. Henc«, if the 500 Hz block rate is exceeded, the source computer
may have to wait occassionally, but the interface will remain operative.
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Since the Sigma 5 provides no end-of-transfer indication, a
count-of-15 from the memory address counter is used to indicate end-of-
transfer. Hence the Sigma 5 must always send sixteen data words per block
for proper IEU operation (the first three source computers may actually send
less than sixteen words, if desired). The count-of-15 is used to reset the
External Transfer Enabled flip-flop and to set the Data Ready Flag.
i
The Sigma 5 Interface Controller also contains a delayed pulse
generator, which is enabled when the External Transfer Enabled flip-flop is
set. The pulse generator issues a reset pulse to the External Transfer
Enabled flip-flop, if the flip-flop remains set for more than about two milli-
seconds. This feature provides start-up initialization and serves as a watch-
dog timer to insure that the memory address counter receives a reset pulse
properly at the beginning of each block transfer.
2.3.2.2 Board #2 Logic
* • '(Refer to Figure 2-5.)
• I 'The Commutator and Data Ready Flag Sense and Select logic j.
together scan the Data Ready Flags in the order suggested by the physical •
arrangement of the input channels on Board #1, i.e. R440, DDP-24, R520,
Sigma 5. This scanning continues as long as no internal or IIU transfer is
begun. When a set Data Ready Flag is encountered, the Commutator is locked
and the Internal Transfer Enabled flip-flop associated with the Data Ready
Flag is set. The output of this flip-flop is sent back to Board #.1 to gate in-
ternal transfer control signals into the memory addressing logic of the cor-
responding input buffer and to lock the memory in the read mode. At this
time a general Internal Transfer Enabled signal (ITE) is also generated. ITE
is used to start an internal transfer, to lock out an eminent IIU service request
until the internal transfer is complete, and to enable data selector output,
which exhibits the output of the input buffer memory selected by the commu-
tator code.
An internal transfer begins with a reset pulse to the Input Buffer
Memory address counter selected by recognition of the set Data Ready Flag.
A preset pulse is also sent to the Output Buffer Memory address counter, which
resets to "0" in the lower four bits and sets to the commutator code in the
upper two bits, thus beginning at the location the first word in the data block
associated with the Input Buffer Memory selected for internal transfer. At
the same time these reset and preset pulses are issued, the digital control word
of the data block to be transferred appears at the output of the Data Selector.
Bit 17, the incremental mode bit, is used to set a flip-flop which remembers
the type of data to be encountered when the positional data is being transferred
from input to output buffer. At this time also, the Data Latch is effectively
loaded with zeros, so that the digital control word will be copied at the adder
output and passed on to the input of the Output Buffer Memory.
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The write cycle associated with each internal transfer is charac-
terized by four separate operations: (1) the setup of the correct inputs to the
parallel adder, as given in Table 2-2, (2) the settling of data at the input to
the Output Buffer Memory, (3) the writing of settled data into the memory,
and (4) the incrementing of Input and Output Buffer i 'smory address counters.
The timing pulses for carrying out this set of operaticnn repeatedly are ob-
tained by decoding and reclocking the states of a -nodule-4 counter whose
operation is enabled by the ITE signal. During pk.tse (1), the Data Latch must
be loaded with old Output Buffer Memory data or zeros d> pending on whether
data input to the memory is incremental or non-incremental. As mentioned
before, the data presented to the latch is controlled by enabling or disabling
address decoding logic which drives the memory.
The first write cycle begins with the issue of the reset and preset
pulses mentioned above. Fifteen full write cycles are carried out. During
transfer of words 2-7, single-word data accumulation is performed, depending
on the setting of the accumulate enable flip-flop, which remembers positional
data type. On the sixteenth write cycle, an end-of-block indication (all 1's in
the four low order bits of the Output Buffer Memory address counter) is logi-
cally ANDed with the sixteenth write pulse to provide a signal, (EOCAW) for
ending the internal transfer. During EOCAW, the originally recognized Data
Ready Flag is reset. On the trailing edge of EOCAW the commutator is in-
cremented and the Internal Transfer Enabled flip-flop, associated with the
previously recognized Data Ready Flag, is reset. The resetting of this flip-
flop disables the general Internal Transfer Enabled signal and again permits
recognition of an IIU interrupt by the Com mutate and Data Ready Flag Sense
Enable logic.
A sample timing diagram for several internal transfers is given
in Figure 2-6.
Interface with the IIU begins as soon as an interrupt is received
and ITE goes false. Note that ITE false disables Data Selector output. When
the interrupt is accepted, the IIU (interface) Enabled flip-flop (IIUE) is set.
This action generates an initial reset pulse to the Output Buffer Memory ad-
dress counter, loads the Data Latch with the first block digital control word,
and sets the memory clear enable flip-flop if the incremental mode bit in the
control word is set. Then the data ready pulse to the nu (FRBI-HU) is gen-
erated, and the transfer enabled signal (FIO-IIU) goes true.
Sometime later the IIU answers with a data received pulse (FNW-
IIU). At this time the contents of the latch are written into the Output Buffer
Memory location currently addressed. Then the memory address counter is
incremented and the latch loaded with new data, zero if the data is incremental
and old data if the data is non-incremental as dictated by the setting of the
memory clear enable flip-flop and by which word within a sixteen word block
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Note that, as each digital control word (word 1, 17, 33, or 49)
is encountered, the memory clear enable flip-flop must be set again to proper-
ly reflect the setting of the incremental mode bit associated with each 16-word
block.
The transfer enabled signal (FIO-IIU) terminates with the last
data ready pulse to the nu. The IIUE flip-flop is reset on the last write pulse
to the Output Buffer Memory, thus ending interface with the IIU and freeing
up the Commutator to resume scanning, if a Data Ready Flag matching the
halted Commutator code was not set during the nu interface operation.
A sample timing diagram for IIU data transfer is given in Figure
2-7.
It should be noted that the mechanism for deciding whether the
Internal Transfer or IIU Interface Controller shall be allowed to operate and
to use the Output Buffer Memory is embodied in the Commutator and Data
Ready Flag Sense Enable logic. The following logical equations for the crucial
control signals:
Commutate Enable = ITE • (INT + HUE) + CO • Cl • DRF1 + CO- Cl • DRF2 +
CO • Cl • DRF3 + CO • Cl • DRF4
DRF Sense Enable = ITE + INT • HUE
insure that (1) the commutator is .always advanced at least one count after any
internal transfer, (2) priority is given to servicing the IIU, but only after the
completion of an internal transfer progressing at the time the IIU interrupts,
and (3) the setting of a Data Ready Flag, which matches the locked Commu-
tator code, during IIU interfacing never interferes with completion of the IIU
interface operation.
The longest delay a given Data Ready Flag can experience in being
processed is the length of time required to perform four internal transfers and
one nu interface operation. The IEU internal clock rate is selected to limit
this delay to just under two milliseconds. Each source computer is thus
guaranteed of finding its associated Interface Controller and Input Buffer
Memory free for input operations on successive block transfers, if the block
transfer rate is maintained at 500 Hz or less.
2.4 ADDITIONAL INTERFACES
Requirements for signals in the R440, DDP-24, and R520 computer inter-
faces may be found in Sec. 3.1.4 of Instruction Manual for Modifications to
Interim Visual Spaceflight Simulator. Vol. I. The interrupt signals (GINT,
INT) occurring in those specifications should be disregarded. The interface













2.4.1 Sigma 5 Interface
2.4.1.1 Operation (see Figure 2-8).
The lEU/Sigma 5 interface is a parallel asynchronous interface
capable of transferring sixteen 24-bit words at a maximum rate of about
120 KHz. The Sigma 5 can output data whenever the Ready Input (RI) is true.
On the first word, the Sigma 5 updates the contents of the output register in
the System Interface Unit (SIU) with a WD instruction. The Data Update
Strobe (DUS) goes true at the same time the output register data is changing
and remains true until outputs are stabilized. After two microseconds DUS
goes false. The IEU must then store the output data within 7.1 microseconds.
The Sigma 5 then executes another WD instruction and the cycle continues









fTransfeif Transfer I Transfer 1 Transfer
Figure 2-8. lEU/Sigma 5 Interface Timing
2.4.1.2 Interface Signals and Connector Information
Outputs from Sigma 5
. DUS: A two-microsecond pulse indicating that data is
available on the output lines.
DB-OO-DB-23: The 24 data bits from the Sigma 5 SIU.
DB-00 = MSB
DB-23 = LSB
Inputs to Sigma 5
RI: Level indicating the IEU is ready to accept data.
Connector Type: One ZT15 Cable Plug Module with pin
• ' assignment per wiring pattern "A",
Table 2-7, XDS Technical Manual -
XDS 98 02 65E.
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2.4.1.3 Logic Levels and Drive Requirements
"1" = 6.5(±3)V
"0" = 0. 5 (±0. 5)V
Drivers can sink 20 ma at logic "0"; provide +8V through 300 ohm
resistor for logic "1" into RG1?4U cable terminated in 100 ohms.
2. 5 MECHANICAL INFORMATION
2. 5.1 Cabinet Size and Estimated Weight
Estimated
Length Depth Height Weight (Ib.)
IEU 23.09 24.00 .31.31 180
(+2.6 to floor)
!
 ' - i
2. 5. 2 Cabinet Configuration .
The IEU cabinet is an Electronic Enclosures, Inc. portable cabinet,
EES-1-26-1/4 - 24, with steel Unistrut frame. The cabinet has face-mounted
doors on front and back and a 3-1/2-inch blower grille on the lower front.
The cabinet is rigged with 19-inch standard rack adaptor angles, on which all
internal electrical hardware is mounted. A 150-CFM McLean centrifugal
blower, with 3-1/2-inch panel height, is mounted in the bottom front of the
cabinet, and the connector panel for system cabling is mounted in the lower
rear of the cabinet. Augat, Inc., integrated circuit packaging panels and
power breakers are mounted in the middle of the cabinet. Lambda power
supplies and Filtron line filters are mounted in a Lambda rack adaptor with
metered panels at the top of the cabinet. Cabinet views are shown in Figure
2-9.
Cabinet power distribution and connector panel are accessible from
the back. Digital integrated circuits, power supply metering, and A. C. and
D. C. power breakers are accessible from the front.
Convenience outlets are located on the lower cabinet faces, front and
back. Total outlet loading should not exceed 15 amps. '
2. 5. 3 Unit Maintenance
The filter element for the blower is of a permanent washable type.
Clean filter monthly. If the filter appears dirty prior to normal maintenance,
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Figure 2-9. IEU Cabinet Views (Concluded)
(Photo # 120370-45A F2)
oilingt
To clean the filter:
1. Remove louvered grille and decorative grille at lower
front of unit.
2. Remove filter and tap gently to remove loose dirt.
.3. • Wash in hot water, flush out, and allow to dry.
4. Apply Handi-Koter (McLean Engineering Laboratories)
filter coat, or equivalent, to both sides of filter.
5. Reinstall filter and grilles.





Introduction of the IEU into the ESG increases the number of available
sources of digital data, alters the format of input blocks, and makes two dif-
ferent types of positional, or linear, data available. Modifications have been
made to ESG R520 input software to account for these new features. Other
desirable software changes, not specifically related to the IEU, have been
added to enhance on-line typewriter I/O, to alter the nature of the system Hold,
and to permit provision of separate colors to the VPU color memory associated
with each view. These changes are discussed below.
 :
3.1.1 lEU-Related Modifications *
'• The addition of two more digital source computers, the R520 and Sig-
ma 5, requires more selection capability in the Input Control Word (ICW2) and
expanded software to handle the input and processing of data from additional
sources. The new format of ICW2, and selection codes, are shown in Figure
3-1. The input of all full-word digital data is now handled by two subroutines,
one for trigonometric and one for positional data per system. These subrou-
tines determine which source computer is specified for input (per ICW2), ob-
tain control words and data from the old DDP-24 section of the nU memory
according to the block format given in Table 2-1, and otherwise perform the
same control functions as before, i. e., testing for 1C and HOLD conditions.
Digital source computer specification of scale for positional quantities has been
discontinued, and system 1C bits relocated in the digital control word per
Figure 2-2.
The new data block format allows incremental (single-word) or abso-
lute (double-word) positional data to be provided, as specified by a "1" or "0"
respectively in the incremental mode bit of the digital control word. The new
input subroutines handling positional quantities update or replace T-vector com-
ponents correspondingly. All quantities must be in 2's-complement form as
before. The format for double-word data is shown in Figure 3-2.
The routine which forces all systems into the local input mode tempo-
rarily, under control of Sense Switch 6, is altered to accommodate the changes
in format of ICW2 and in the selection codes.
3.1.2 Other Modifications
The Local Input routine is expanded to provide more general, on-line,
octal typewriter I/O. The user may input data as before and also obtain address-
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Figure 3-1. Input Control Word and Select Codes
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Figure 3-2. Double Word Format for Positional Data
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The nature of the system Hold is altered by a reorganization of the
Source Input and system subroutine calling sequences. When a Hold is de-
tected, the software now causes T-vector values, rather than T-vector in-
crements, to remain constant, thus effecting a positional Hold, rather than
a rate or velocity Hold.
Colors for VPU color memories are now specified separately via the
revised color composition table shown in Table 3-1. The relevant portion of
the Xmit Control routine is altered to pack and reorganize color composition
table data correctly for output to the VCU, when operating software is started
at (octal) 6000.
3.2 PROGRAM OPERATIONS
(Refer to Section 3. 3 for program listings, and;to the documents Instruc-
tion Manual for Modifications to Interim Visual Spaceflight Simulator, Vol. n,
Section?. 2, and ESG On- Line Loader /Con version Routine, LEG Docum ent
No. 643D. 11. 881, for additional information..)
3.2.1 Input Program Operation
(Refer to Figure 3^3 and Figure 3-4.) ,*
Source Input begins at (octal) 10000. It first resets program flags
and certain working storage and then connects the IIU. It tests ICWl to see
if SYS1 usage is specified and, if so, sets a flag indicating that at least one
system has been used. Control is then transferred to the SYS1 program for
input and processing of data and control information associated with that sys-
tem. If SYS1 usage is not specified, Source Input continues on to check for
usage of the remaining systems and behaves in likewise manner when any usage
is specified.
After all three systems have been checked for usage and system proces-
sing, if any, carried out, Source Input checks the system usage flag and halts if
no system was used. Otherwise, it disconnects the IIU and checks Sense Switch 5
to determine whether the on-line loader/conversion routine (SS5 = "1") or on-
line octal typewriter I/O routine (SS5 = "0") is desired. Source Input then
branches to the specified routine, where required operations for that pass are
carried out. On return from whichever of the typewriter I/O routines, Source
Input exits to View A calculations.
Each of the system programs (SYSl, SYS2, and SYS3) first attempts to
determine the source of angular data (via ICW2) and halts if any non-allowed
codes are encountered. Otherwise, control is transferred to the appropriate
angular subroutine, which inputs control words from the nil and/or checks
sense switch settings to determine if an 1C or Hold condition is specified, as
before. The system program next determines the source of linear data, halting
if none is specified properly. Then control words, sense switches, and program
flags are checked for an 1C and/or Hold condition. If neither condition exists,












































































Figure 3-4. Generalized Flow Diagram for SYSl,
SYS2, or SYS 3 Programs and Subroutines
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linear routines, where input of absolute linear data causes the setting of PF5,
which condition is used subsequently to bypass T-vector updating. If an 1C
condition exists, control is transferred to the appropriate system initialization
subroutine. Acknowledgement of the Hold condition results in the bypass of
any further system processing.
The only significant change in system program structure is associated
with the Hold. When an 1C or Hold condition is acknowledged, or when a digital
linear routine processes absolute data, the T-vector update associated with the
particular system is bypassed.
3.2.2 Operation of Program for Local Input by Sense Switch 6
(Refer to Figure 3-5.)
This program continuously saves the contents of ICW2, as long as;
Sense Switch 6 (SS6) is not set, in anticipation of the destruction of the contents
of ICW2 when the local input code for all three systems,' "2104 2104", is writ-
ten into ICW2 as the result of setting SS6. When SS6 is set, the working T-
vector increments are zeroed, and the aforementioned code is inserted in ICW2.
As SS6 is turned off again, the old contents of ICW2 are restored to it, and the
operation of saving ICW2 is restarted.
*
3.2. 3 Typewriter I/O Program Operation
(Refer to Figure 3-6.)
The Typewriter I/O Program types or reads one character on a single
pass through the program, depending on whether the typewriter has completed
typing the previous character while the typewriter is selected for output, or on
whether the user has typed a character while the typewriter is selected for in-
put. This one-character-per-pass operation is necessary, since any additional
processing delay caused by waiting for the typewriter to input or output the next
character could prevent the results of view computations from being available
when required by the VCU each display frame.
The program allows the user to input or load data into single locations
of R520 memory under the format,
(Address # 1) L (Data) (C/R-Carriage Return)
or to output data under the format,
(Address #1) O (Address #2) (C/R)
Where "Address #2" may be deleted if single- rather than multiple-address
output is desired. The user may type "C" at any time to cancel the effect of
just previously typed characters.
In any case, a string of data and control characters must be input to
the program to set up the operation which is normally triggered by the "C/R".
Thus the program flow exhibits a central path for recognizing data and control
characters, along with side paths for carrying out specific operations. These






















Figure 3-5. Flow Diagram of Program for Local Input by SS6
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OIT UCOUNT » 1ITH
CHAR OF DATA Of
IICOUNTITHWOftO
AMD OUTPUT
Figure 3-6. Flow Diagram for Typewriter I/O Program
"Address #1", "Data" (after an "L" is typed), and "Address #2" (after an "O"
is typed), for storing the contents of "Data" into the address specified by
"Address #1", and for setting up and outputting the address-labelled contents
of all locations between "Address #1" and "Address #2" inclusive.
On entry to the program, an indicator is checked to determine whether
or not the program is in the process of outputting a block of data. If data is
being output, then (on the assumption that the typewriter is selected for output
and has been issued an instruction for the output of a character) the Interrupt
line associated with the typewriter is tested to see if the typewriter is yet free
to output another character. If not, the program exits; otherwise the program
returns to the proper address to begin setting up and outputting of the next
character. If data is not being output, the typewriter is selected for input
and the same interrupt line tested to see if the user has typed the next charac-
ter. If not, again the program exits; otherwise the character is input from the
typewriter buffer.
Once a character is input, it may be one of four acceptable control
characters, but will otherwise be interpreted as an octal character intended
for concatenation at the right with the character string presently being con-:
structed. If the character is a "C", certain program indicators and working
data are zeroed, thus cancelling the effect of all characters typed by the user
since the last "C" was typed, or typewriter I/O operation'completed. If the
character is not a "C", two program indicators are checked to see if either
"L" or "O" was typed previously. If neither character has been typed, the
input character is tested to see if it is an "L" or "O". If the character is
either, the corresponding program indicator is set, signifying that future
characters, if any, are to be added to "Data" or "Address #2", respectively,
and an exit is taken. If the input character is neither "L" or "O", it is tested
for being a "C/R". If the characters a "C/R", resulting program operation
is as if a "C" had been typed. This feature is merely intended to permit line-
skipping between I/O operations, without adding garbage characters to the
"Address #1" string, to which the input character is added if the character
is not a "C/R". After the "Address #1" string is updated, an exit is taken. „
If the program indicator signifying that "L" was typed previously is
found true in some pass through the central path, then the character whose
input initiated the pass could have been a "C/R" or something else. If the
character is not a "C/R", it is assumed to be an octal character and is added
to "Data". Then an exit is taken. If the character is a "C/R", "Data" is
stored in memory location, "Address #1", the typewriter is selected for out-
put, and an additional line is skipped to add clarity and provide the user with
an indication of program response. Then indicators and working data are
zeroed, and an exit is taken.
If the program indicator signifying that "O" has been typed is tested
true, then, if the character input is not a "C/R", the character is interpreted
as an octal character and added to "Address #2" and an indicator is set to
signify that multiple-address output may occur. Then an exit is taken. If the
input character is a "C/R", the indicator to signify that typewriter output is
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occurring is set, the typewriter is selected for output, and a line is skipped
for clarity. Then certain control parameters are computed, such as the total
number of addresses to be output and, if necessary, the number, +1 or -1,
which must be added to the initial address to generate successive addresses.
Finally block output begins. Each line of output consists of five octal address
characters, a space, and eight octal data characters. Before the output of each
successive character an exit is taken after saving the return address, for rea-
sons discussed above. As block output is completed, an additional line is
skipped for clarity, indicators and working data are zeroed, and an exit taken.
3. 2. 4 Colpac Program Operation
(Refer to Figure 3-7.)
Colpac must convert a table of color composition data, (see Table 3-1),
which is organized, for the user's convenience, as an address-by- address list
of the contents of each color memory, into'a set of packed data words, each of
which holds six 4-bit composition values for color numbers 1-6 or 7-12 of a
particular view in a particular color. The composition data must be placed in
the latter format for output to the VCU.
The program is divided into two sections. The first section effects
the conversion of format and stores results temporarily in a set of sequential
locations. The second section lifts results out of temporary storage and par-
cels them out to the required locations of the VCU X- stack and Y- stack output
blocks.
The format conversion is brought about by a nesting of four program
loops, which keep track of which composition table word, group (color numbers
1-6 or 7-12), color (blue, green, or red), and view (A, B, or C) are under
consideration. Packing is brought about by right- justifying each 4-bit com-
position value within the table word in which it was originally located, and then
double-length right shifting the 4 bits into the data word being constructed for
output to the VCU. The ordering of the construction is as follows:
1. Blue bits of Word 12 of View A into left end of TEMP,
2. Blue bits of Word 11 of View A into left end of TEMP,
•
6. Blue bits of Word 7 of View A into left end of TEMP,
7. Blue bits of Word 6 of View A into left end of TEMP+1,
I
•
12. Blue bits of Word 1 of View A into left end of TEMP+1,
13. Green bits of Word 12 of View A into teft end of TEMP+2,
I
I
19. Green bits of Word 6 of View A into left end of TEMP+3,
I .
•
25. Red bits of Word 12 of View A into left end of TEMP+4,
»
I
31. Red bits of Word 6 of View A into left end of TEMP+5,
i
37. Blue bits of Word 12 of View B into left end of TEMP+6,
i • • .i
ETC.
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*NOTE: Entries shown represent gray shades,
all others are octal.
Also, bit numbers are decimal;
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SA - SOURCE ADDRESS OF
12TH WORD IN COLOR
COMPOSITION BLOCK
DA* ADDRESS OF TEMP
VIEW COUNT "3
COLOR COUNT • 3
SHIFT COUNT - )2
GROUP COUNT - 2
WORD COUNT * 6
SHIFT CONTENTS OF ADDRESS
SPECIFIED BY SA RIGHT BY
SHIFT COUNT. THEN SHIFT RIGHT MOST
4 BITS INTO PACKED WORD FROM
THE LEFT
WORD COUNT
• WORD COUNT • 1
SA • SA 1
6-WORD
PACKING LOOP
STORE PACKED WORD IN
ADDRESS SPECIFIED BY DA
2-GROUP LOOP
DA - DA « 1
GROUP COUNT




SHIFT COUNT . 6
3-COLOR LOOP















SA SA i 12
(MOVE SA TO 12TH
WORD OF NEXT BLOCK)
Figure 3-7. Flow Diagram for COLPAC (Color Composition Word Packing)
Program
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3. 3 PROGRAM LISTINGS
The program listings that follow consist of two sections, 3.3.1 Operating
Programs, and 3. 3. 2 Transmit Control.
3. 3.1 Operating Programs
























































































































































































































































































































































































































I622t • ; ' ' ' •
16222 . • - - ; - ' . • :
16223 !' •
























16300 BLOCK TM»U i&jjj

























































































































































































. ; . LA»IL
: . : LA?XU
!' :. LA?Xl
1. : LAJYU













































































































17U6 : • • • ; • • -




17133 ... . . _
17134 • .






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































17376 • '. " '""" ." ' "
17377
17400





























17441 • . .
17442









































































































































17477 . . _ .
17J10




17«15 . . ... . • _
17516












17536 ._ . . ...
17537



















TEMP BLOCK IS 64 LOC LONO
















































































































































































































































IAL*** A . : .:
IBETA A
IALPMA B .. .; . . . . . . ' . - - . . . '
IB6TA B
1 ALPHA C '
IB6TA C
.IRAD . . . . . : . " .




SUNE . 45 DPO
I5C1XJ "" " ' ' .
isciri
ISCltl














ISC3I2 . ^.. . . . . .
ivstx





















































































































































• • • . - - •
 D E C
DEC
DEC






























































































IT3IL ...... - ._.. . .. . .'





































































































































































































0 . „ . .
0.

























































IC«J . ... . - : . . . .
IUNIT XX - i.
IUWIT *Y
1U«IT Kl






























































































































































































































































SIM ANO SYS2 "
S|M ANR SVS3






TYPEWRITER i/o : "
• •
- • •-•-• ' - . • • • -•••
.













































































































































































































- . - - • • " ' •••- - --;
; fcND DACJ CO*MA«MSLAST scAut t ACTONSi.st i
LSF BLOCK THKU 1644/
AUDKhbStS


































































































































































































































USES* WORKING STORAGE 2.4
RESET PF is. wS4 "' ~
SELECT II U
LOAD ICHl :" ~~ ''"
SVSl USED!
NO. BRANCH
S6T WS4 TO NON-ZERO : .
SAVE RETURN, oo SYSI
LOAD ICHl ', . .._
SVS2 USED! • • . • ;
NO. BRANCH I " ' '•
•SET us4 NON»?ERO. RESET PFIS -SAVE RETURN., aa sy»2
LOAD ICHl
STS3 USBDi. .. _ - '.. .
NO. »RANCM
SgT WS4 NON-ZERO. »6SfT PF'S
SAVE RETURN, oo syss
HAS ANY SYS USED!
NO. HAUT
DISCONNECT no
{RETURN ADDR-1) IN U. SSM5«1
10 NQ. GO TYPEWRITE* I/O
IF SSM1«1. 8RANCM
60 TO MAIN PROO
AND RESET PF*S
GO INDIRECT TO SEUECT
FOR LDR/rOMV ROUTINE . '
AND PUT (RETURN AODR-D IN L





















































00 0 17535 .
00 0 17000
26730000






























TMT 11 FTR 02
LOM PP NO>P
ADR OOOVBT




c»»r PL CLP 01?
STT PF6 NOP
CPF PL CLP 05.
MIC
MIC









CLO 02 STF PF6
CPF PL CLP 04 _





CPF PL CLPO 14
LDI PD NOP
ADR OOOLA2XU




LRC 07 SSL ROMA
TCT 52 FTR 03














RESOLVE STATIONS POINT. SPA
..
TO V1EM B TEST
csv '"'- '• '
POTl
CALCULATE LAR - -- -















CALCULATE ZOA— -ROLL ANGLE
RESULT IN UNIT i
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«OT I _„ . _ ....
0->»S|N QA
1-->COS OA . '_. '',
•or A :
. DBLfiTI ROLL If 881 J*OT US6D ... , .
1 i .-i .




NO CURVATURE , .
00 DIP „ ... . ! -.. .. • '






cos aouTrwi „ ,
8 TORS COS DA
•BACON •
•



















































































LDI PA LDI PC
AOR OOOIPCAX
ADR OOOPCARX
CPF PL CLPO 17




LDI PA LDI PC
ADR OOOIPCAX
ADR OOOPEARX
CPF PL CLP -017
STT PF6 NOP
C"F PL CLP 010
STT PF6 MOP




LDI PA LDI PC
ADR OOOIPLAX
ADR OnOPLARX
CPF PL CLP 017




LDI PA LDI PC
AOR OOOIPCAX
ADR OOOPCA2X
CPF PL CLP 017
STT PF6 NOP
CPF PL CLP' 010
STT PF6 NOP
CPF PL CLP 005





LDI PA LDI PC
ADR OOOIPLAX
ADR OOOPLA2X
CPF PL CLP 017
STT PF6 NOP
CPF PL CLP 010
STT PF6 NOP
CPF PL CLP 005
CPF PL CLP 006
HIC . . .
HIC
HIC




PCARX— >c "~ ~ " " " ~
CSV
ROTP1R








' ' c.sv "'.' "' •"' -- -"










• •- .... -
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MA|N PGM, VIEW A








































































' .. . 10306
10307
_—,_ -^ .
. . . .
.„-..,..




































































































































MAIN CALLING SEQUENCE FOR
VIEW B CALCULATIONS
RESOLVE STATION POINT. SPB
TO VIEW C TEST ~



















RESULT IN UNIT i
.- '. — : — .
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MAIN PON. VIEW 0
10310 70750413
10311 2673340*
10312 00 n .- 17516
10313 70790406
10314 75 0 17110
10319 26710000
10316 37777777






































































































































































































DELETE »OLL~ir 80S NOT USED ~
y
1 .




DIP ANOLE SIN" AND CbS~~^
CALCULATION
1/||2PU(B)»*.9)]»»B





















































































CPF PL CLPO li
STT PF6 NOP




LDI PA LDI PC
ADR OOOIPLBX
ADR OOOPLBRX
CPF PL CLP 017




LDI PA LDI PC
ADR OOOIPCBX
ADR OOOPCAIX
_CPF PL CLP 017
STT PF6 NOP
CPF PL CLPO 11
STT PF6 NOP
CPF PL CLPO 06





LDI PA LDI PC
. ADR- OOOIPLBX
ADR OOOPL91X
CPF PL CLP 017
STT PF6 NOP
CPF PL CLPO ji
STT PF6 NOP
CPF PL CLPO 06




LDI PA LDI PC
ADR OOOPEBRX
ADR OnOPERlX
CPF PL CLP 017

















































































































































































































VIEH C , ..- .
MAIN CALLING SEQUENCE FOR " ~ ' "





CSV. ;, . ..;
ROT! s • i
. CALCULATE LCR .































































































































































































RESULT IN UNIT I
RUN IT
UNITZX>«>C '
HOT 3 . .
l--»COS OC
ROT c












H*|N PGM. VIEM C
10544 70790401

















































































CPF PL CLP 01




LDI PA L0| PC .
ADR OOOIPCCX
ADR OOOPCCRX
CPF PL CLPO IT




LDI PA LDI PC
ADR OOOIPLCX
ADR OOOBLCRX
CPF PL CLP 01?




LDI PA LDI PC
ADR OOOIPCCX
ADR OOQPCC1X
CPF PL CLPO 17
STT PF6 NOP
CPF PL CtPO 12
STT PF6 NOP
CPF PL CLPO 07
UDI PA EXC AC
ADR OOOPCC2X
CPF PL CLPO 17
CPF PL CLPO 06
LDI PC HOP
ADR OOOPCCtX




LDI PA LDI PC
ADR OOOIPLCX
ADR OOOPLCl*
CPF PL CLPO 17
STT PF6 NOP
CPF PL CLPO 12
STT PF6 NOP
CPF PL CLPO 07
LDI PA EXC AC .
ADR OOOPLC2X
CPF PL CLPO 17
CPF PL -CLPO 06
LDI PC NOP
ADR OOOPLC1X
CPF PL CLPO 05
NIC
NIC








i • . !
CSV
ROTP3R : , :
rORH PCC1 AND PCC2
CSV
•ROT C '
• ROT S ~ .'" ' •
; CSV . , ... .
ROT J





































































































































































































C|PO 12 . -ROT C
NOP
CLPO 07 -ROT 3







CLPO 06 ROT 2
NQP
OOOPEC1X
CLPO os " «OT i. . . ._; _


























CLPO 44 SUN CONSTANTS
CLPO 30 RELSOS
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NOP SLACK FOR SPGL IMST.
N O P . . . . . . . . .
NOP . " "
NOP . . . . ^













lewi • • . ! _ „ _ .
Cwi . , i
CLPO si DACDAT . .. .„. . ..... _ J
CIPO its • DACU '




NO.P TRANSFER TO SOURCE INPUT
inooo


































"" TTL "NDV ." ~"~ " " " ""
MIC
MIC NORMALIZE DOUBLE VECTOR
H1C USES HORKJNO 0.1.2
MIC CALL*
MIC DOUBLE VECTOR ADDRESS--»C
MIC SINGLE VPCTOR STORAGE
MIC • ADDRESS-- >D
MIC CPF PL CLPO S3
MIC
LOCO 10740
STH 20 STM 1C
STM OL EXC LC
CCL oc CLD os
LOI L* LOI'LB
CCX ON COL OD
TNI A? FTR 01 . TEST FOR »«o" ...
TIO Bxr FTR or
TZO AS FTR 03
CCL 68 CIL BB . COMPLEMENT A.B
• CCL AA CPS OB
TCT CTl CIL AA
TCT 51 FTR 05 Atl-lJ.l. VECTOR OK
SLC 20 ALC NC
TCT CTl CCX NC N«C. SAVE SMALLEST COUNT
TNZ D7 BTR 11
CPX CN CDL NM
CPL NC FTH 01
X.OR CC NOP
CLD 03 LDM 1L
CPX CN COL DO SCALE
LDI L» LDJ LR
•SOL LOM LOW 2B
STI BA STM 2R STORE VECTOR
TNZ D7 BTR 04 " " " " •





















































































































V|6H A OYMMIC StSTiN
USES WORKING 2.3,6.7









































































































































































































































GO BRANCH TO NON-TRICE ROUTlS
WHICH TRICE! " " -•••-•-
• SET
• INDICATOR















































































































































USeS- WORKINO STORA06 1.3
ICK2 ' : " " " . ' ' " ~ ' "- - '- '
SSL 7A
AND DA
fTR 5 00 DETERMINE JktQ INPUT
ICN2
SSL 7A . _ ..
AND DA
riR 21 00 DETERMINE LIN INPUTNOP RETURN TO ANQ SUB TO INP TRIO FNTS
AND AO i ., . - „. . ,vFTR n ••
ADF AO i _ ;_ _..CLD a .
TNZ DI
NOP
AND AD . .
FTR 4






ANA ANO SVS2 ._ _
'SIM ANO SYS2
LOCAL ANO SYSS .
AND AD






































































































































































USES WORKING STORAGE 1,3
IC«2 " ' " •'
SSL 7A
AND DA .
FTR 5 GO DETERMINE AMQ INPUT
ICM2 . " ~ '
SSL 7A
AND OA
FTR 21 GO DETERMINE LIN INPUT



















010 ANG SYS3 ' " . . . . . .
AND AD










NOP " ~ " ~"
AN* LIN SVS3













































































t24 . SEL B*
100 FTR 1






100 . STT 04
117 STri 3P
JO" FTfl 14
»73 • LDI PD
70332 . ADR
)10 OCT



















































UORKIMQ STORAOE 1.3 .
T6ST.IC _...-. ..'._
srs i ic TRUB
 4
TEST ic
SVf 1 1C IHUf
IIU SEL «0 "
LOOP COUNT
• «>A _ . ..
MASK . ......
WORK DATA —>B
ADD«--> MORKSTORE WORK. ; _.



































































































































BTR 7 " '










































































































































. WORK INS STORA06 U.3
FTU 6 . ... :
 ;
TRI 1 .












OOOSIN P8S . _ _ .
202*0010
NOP , , _ , .
6





COL LL _ __
BTR 7
NOP 00 T V6CT SYS3 .












































































































































































































































































































HIC USES* WORKING STORAGE »
NIC _MIC "" "" '." "
MIC ;
LOO A 1PS2
STO A PS 2 . .
CPF PL CLP oo SIN ROUTINE
STD SIN PS2 STORE SIN PS*
LDO IPS2
c*r L CLP 01 cos .ROUTJM&
STD COS PS2
LDO IT*? , .
STD TH 2 i
CPF L CLP 00 SIN!ROUTINE
STD SIN TH2 |
LOD ITM2 .... . _ '•
CPF L CLP 01 COS ROUTINE
STD COS TM2 .
LOO IPM 2
STO PN 2 _
CPF L CLP oo SIN ROUTINE
STD S|N PH2 '_ _..
LOO IPH2
CPr PL CLP 01 cos ROUTINE
STD A COS PH2
tOI PD LOI PC . . .'. ..
AtlR OOOIT2XU
AOR OOOT2XU ; •'
LRC 6 NOP
LOI DA ST| CA IT2">T2 _ ___
CDL NN NOP : ' " .
TN2 N7 BTR 2 _
LDO A 1 ALPM4 B x
CPF PL CLP oo SIN ROUTINE
STD A S|N AB
LOD A I ALPHA B .
CPF PL CLP 01 'cos ROUTINE
STD A COS AB _
LOO A I BETA B
CPr PL CLP oo
STD A SIN BB
LCD A I BETA B _
CPF PL CLP 01 COS ROUTINE
























































































































































































































































































































































































USES* WORKING STORA86" 1.8 "" "
PF 3.4
TBST ic . .
CVS 1 1C
T6ST 1C.. ... ._. ' _
. SYS 1 1C
srs i ic
IF MOLDr.00 T.Q.J.lti_i .,
SYS 1 1C
110 DATA ADR. .
LOOP COUNT
MASK ' "" ~ " ""' ' '.
STORS OT "
SYS 1 1C"" " " '.""



















































































































TRI 1 ' -' •••" -" ~ ~
T*0 84
NOP "'• ' "




NOP SYS 2 1C
CLPO 50 SYS 2 ic
LON 2P














CLPO so SYS 2 ic " ""
LOM -2P







































































































































































































































































OSES I WORKING STORAGE 2
PFft
IF ABS DATA. SKIP"""
SINGLE A UPPER B
SDS
T VECT St58 ~
IF ABS DATA. •«!*.._
SOS
.'.. T.VECT STS3 __:._._.. ._.























LDU A ANA LOU
SEL B* LUC 4
SSk to ULU03*
AND Uti ADt BP
FTx 4 NOP
STI U4 fTrl 2
FT« J3 «OP
STT U4 NOP
$T* JP LOH IP
LDI PD 'LDI PC
ADK UOUSIN PS1
OCT 20240237
L0| PL LDI PB
OCI 6
OCl /7776000
^ Sfcl AC MOP
ANu B* >T| DA
CDt. LL CDt CC
CLP U53 MOP
STI 03 LDta IP
MAC
•




USE LAS' 2 HI IS FOR TKANSFEK
SYS i QPEKAi.e
SYS 1 1C TRUfc
SYS 1 HULU 1NUE
. SYS 1 1C TRU6




MEAD ANIiLh »KUH IIU
STOKE HISH 14 BUS
t IN1SHEU NO. CO UACK
YES. Go TO'T VECI SYSI
SET HOLU FLAU.GU TO SYSI
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LOU A ANA LOB
Sb'L b» LRC 2
SSL 7U CLU 03
ANU -uu ADF ap
FT« 4 MOP
STf 04 MN 2
FTK 14 NOP
STw if LDN IP
• LU1 VO LDI PC
AOrt UOOS1N PS2
OCI *024Q231




ANu bA ST| DA
COL LL CDL CC
_JN< L7 elTK 3
CLP 056 MOP
STT U4 LDM IP
USES* MURRJNU SlUHAUb l.J
REAU CONTHOL HOHO
SHIFT RIGHT 2
USE LAST 2 HITS FOR THANSFEH
SYS 2 OffcHAlt
SYS 2 1C TRUb
SYS 2 HULO IKUE
SYS 2 1C TRUfc




HfcAU ANULfcS »KOH UU
STOHE H1UH 14 BITS
F1NISHHU NO. 00 BACK
YES. UO Tfr 1 VECT SYS2












































































*<t*U CONTKOL MONU FKO« 1 IU
USb LASI 2 bllS FOR IrtANSfEK
SYS 3 OPbHAlb
SYS 3 1C TRUfe '
SYS 3 HULD IKUE
SYS 3 1C TRUb




H6*0 ANOLbS FHON IIU
Sronfc MIUM i< BUS
r IKI5HEO NO.UO HACK
YES. uo TO rvbci SYs3SET HOLU FL*O« uo TO sv!»3
&v
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. SYS i 1C . ....; _ __...;.•
SYS 1 1C
LIN HORKINQ 1
IIU DATA ADR "
LOOP COUNT ' ""
HASH
SCALE ANALOO LINEAR" " '
CONTROL «ORb i .
SHIFT LEFT 11





























































































































































.NOP .. . ....;. .. ' ' ... '' ..... •
CLP* 090CLPO 50 . SYS 2 ic . .._
LDM 2'CLP 090 svs? fe
LOI PC ,






AND 8A ...'._ ...





OOOWS8X ...'.. - . -lew i
















CLP 050 SYS2 1C


















































































































































ANA LIN SVS 3
12425








CLPO 51 SYS 3 1C" "" ."" ~
COM 2P




NOP ~: " "" "• :' ' '




SDL 67 SCALE ANALOO LINEAR






















CLP 051 SYSJ ic



























































































USES* WORK 1 NO" StdRAOe'T.S
PF 4..
NASK BITS 22.-2?
OET DDP 24 CON MORD ,
SHIFT t LEFT 4
SAVE DIO ANO SEL CODB ~ .
ADD INCR TO CON KORD. SEL ~
M*SK SYSl fC B|T
tr srsi ic. SET Pf4»i
S»VE BRANCH. OET BRANCH
LOAD A WITH DlO AN6 SEL CORE
COMPUTE INCH RFL TO 4QQGET DDP 24 CON MORD
ADD INCR. LOAD AJ(|TM JINO..AMR
INITIALIZE LOOP COUNT
INPUT TRIO FUNCT, STORE
DECR N, INCR a •
ir COUNT N0t»0. BO AGAIN






















































































USES* WORKING STORAGE 1.3pr 4
INPUT DIG CONTROL WORD
SYS2 Id
YES. SET PP4
SAVE RETURN, Op .TO ST8J
INPUT TRIO FNCTS


























































































USES» MORKINQ "stpRAOE i,3
. , ...Pf_4 _T
INPUT DIG CONTROL HOMO ' "
srss ict
YES. SET PF4
SAVE RETURN. 80 TO. 8T*3 _
f
PS3
INPUT TRIO r«lCt| ~~ -....-,-


























































































































USES' WORKING STORAGE 1.2
Pf 3.4
MASK BITS 22-23 INTP_AOET OOP 24 COM WORDSHIFT * LEFT 4
ADD INCH TO COM WORD. SEL
MASK srsi ic BIT
IF SVSl 1C. BO TO 1C ROUT
IF SSMJ. 60 TO_IC ROUT_
"IF IN HOLD.'RRANCM' To s.TT
IF PF4>1. GO TO 1C ROUT _SHIFT B RIGHT «
MASK BIT 23
IF INC« DATA, BRANCH
. tOAO .TiXU IN .B.. I lM_DAt*.-»ODR. IN A
SET LOOP COUNT.PFJ>X
INPUT. STORE DATA. BUMP STORE AODR
(NCR COM WQRn. DECR COUNT
IF COUNT NOT»0. BRANCH
RETURN TO stsi
*IIU DATA ADDR lN~A
LOAD HSIX |N B. SET LOOP.COUNT
INPUT. STORE DATA. SUMP STORE AODR






















































































































USES* WORK 1*8 STORAGE 1.2
PF 3.4
INPUT DIG CONTROL WORD
" ir SYS2 ie»"ob ic'ROuT ~
IF SSU9. 00 TO 1C ROUT*
IF HOLD. GO TO S.|.
If PF4»i. 80 1C »OOT_
IF INCR DATA. BRANCH
SET ABSOLUTE DATA FLAQ _
INPUT DATt. REPLACE T VECTORS
























































































































USES- NORKIN6 STORAQE 1*2
PF 3.4
INPUT DID CONTROL WORD
IF SYS3 1C. 60 1C ROUT
IF SSW3. 60 1C ROUT
IF MOLD. 60 TO S.I.
IF PF4»1. 60 1C ROUT
.IF INCR DATA," BRANCH ~
SET ABSOLUTE DATA FLAB
INPUT DATA. REPLACE T VECTORS
























































































































































































































































USES* WORKING STORAOi 1.3
11U' DATA AODR6S3
PROCESS DPMI 1 i._
SYS 1 1C
OUAAD BAND CONSTANT
DPMI 1 NEAR ICRO „ _. _.. . . .
Itt DEO/SIC MAX
PROCESS OTM6TA~V~" :
DTMBTA i NBAR'IMO" "10 DEOytiC MAX
























































































































































































































USES* UORKINO "STORAGE iTJ
1
 .
PROCESS DPMI a _
SYS 2 1C
OUARD BAND CONSTANT
OPM| 2 NEAR rERO
10 OEO/SEC MAX
PROCESS OTMETA 2 ~"
























































































































































































































DPMI 3 NEAR ZERO ... '_
10 DEO/SEC MAX
' PROCESS OTMETA J
DTMETA 3 NEAR I6RO
10 DEO/SEC M»X
..... ... .... .
— - •
t




































































































































































































8TR 2 . ...
USES 1 WORK ING STORAGE"!
TFHP STORAGE 0*10 OCTAL
PF 6 """ "" — "•
NOTEIMORKINO STORAGE AND PF ARE





HALF NAX CONST '. '
GUARD RAND CONSTANT
IF VEL NEAR ZERO - - . - - -
220 FPS NAV
•ROT 1 "•-" ' '-














































































































































































































TFMP STORAOE 0-10 OCTALpr 6 " - .. .-
NOTE WORKING STORAOE AND PF ARE
STORED IN T6KP FOR EXIT TO
MOT 8
•- — •- —
WORK i NO TO TENP
.* PF TO T6NP
NALF MAX CONST
OUARD «ANp CONSTANT .
IF VEL NEAR iERO
220 FPS NAV
•ROT 1




13493 2^230263 IDN BC CTS 6C







































































































































































































USES 1 WORK | NO STORAGE 1~
TFHP STORAGE 0-10 OCTAL
PF 6 "
NOTE 1 WORK I NO STORAOE AND PF ARE





HALF NAX CON»T ""
OUARO BAND CONSTANT
IF VEL NEAR ZERO
220 FPSJ1AX
-ROT 3 *""~





13536 27230263 LDH~BC CTS 6C


















































































































































































































































































C O L N N . . . . • ' . - • '
8TR 3
PS t 1 '•
CLP ooo !








CLP 01 .. .
COS TH2
PM 8 _. .. ...... ..__! ...;.. . : . _ . . . _ . .
CLP oo
SIN PM2 ... .
PM 2


































































































LOCAL ANO SYS3 .
X3644
USES- WOAKINO STORA06 2
CLP 051 SYS 3 it
LOI PC *
OOODPS3 . "J












CLP oo '"'•SIN THS
TH s
CLP 01 ... . . :; •_. ' -
COS TH3
















































































































































USES- WORKING STORAGE p " ;
1. FOR INPUT. TYPE*
<»DDR)L<CKTAHC/R>
UHEPE CAOORI IS DESTINATION
ADDRESS OR LAST 5 OR LESS OCTAL
CHAPS TYPED, '(DATA) IS INPUT
DATA OR LAST 6 OR LESS OCTAL
CHARS TYPED. (C/R> IS CARRIAGE
.RETURN .... ... ...
2. FOR SINGLE WORD OUTPUT. TYPE*(ApDR)0(C/R>
WHERE (ADOR) IS SOURCE ADDRESS3. FOR BLOCK OUTPUT. TYPE*
(ADDR1>0(ADDR2)(C/RI
MMERE «OPRl) IS BEGINNING _ .SOURCE ADnRESS, UDDH2) IS
FINAL SOURCE ADDRESS
4. TO CANCEL EFFECT OF ALL TYPING
SINCE LAST VALID TYPE I/O
OPERATION, TYPE*
5. AFTSR "INTERRUPTiNG~ouTpuT"'WITH
HALT OR'SYSTEM RESET. LOAD REG
P "ITM OCTAL 13721 AND'PRESS
COMPUTE BUTTON
GO SEL TVPw FOR INPUT
fX|T
.RETURN TO TYPE NEXT CHAR
IF NO INTERRUPT. EXIT
.. CHAR A C





00 ACCUM DATA OR STORE DATA
GO ACCUM ADDR2 OR TYPE .„"..
CHAR AN L



















































































































75 1 14132 '
75 0 14133
07070000
CLD o«6 XOR »n
TN* Dt FTR 2
STD P OJND
LDH OP COH 60
CLO 052 XOR AD
TN* 01 FTR i
BT« 19 NOP
CLO 7 AND D»
LOO L AODRl
LRC 3 SSL 3L
LOR. AL NOP
STO L ADDRl
LD* 0" COH 60
CLD 052 XOR AD
TZO 01 FTR 6
CLD 7 AND DA
LCD B DATA
LRC 3 SSL 3R
LOR AB NOP
STO 8 DATA
LDM QP COH 60
LOO A ADDRl
LOO B DATA
STH AB LOI PA
OCT 07006040
SEL OA CLD 092
DTK 20 NOP
BT* 40 NOP
CLD 052 XOR AD
TZO 01 FTR 7
STO P dLOCIND
CLD 7 AND DA
LDD L ADDR2
LRC 3 SSL 3L
LOR AL NOP
STD L ADDR2
LOW OP COH 60
STO P TIND










CCL 6B CIL BO
AOL BA TNi A«
CCL OC FTR 1
CIL OC NOP
STO C IDELTA
STO A I MAX




S6T 01NO " " - -
EXIT _ ._.CHAR A C/R
NO. 00 ON















• STORE IOATA) '
• INTO I (ADDRl))
•
SEL TVPM FOR OUTPUT
• OUTPUT C/R
• AND oo RESET IND*S
CHAR A C/R • .





• TO ADOR2 ' '
EXIT
" SEL TYPM FOR OUTPUT" "~"
• OUTPUT
• C/R





































































































































































































































INITIALIZE oTfY CHAR COUNT




SHIFT NO. IN N

















23076960 " " " LOW OP COM 60
07520000 CLO 092 NOP
14120 14001447 BTR 63 flTR 24
i«i2i onooonoo LINQ OCT o
14122 OOOOOOOO 01*0 OCT 0
1*123 ooooonoo BUOCIND OCT o _i«iz« oooooooo TIND OCT o
14«2? ooooonoo DATA OCT o
OPOOOOOO ADDRl OCT 0
OOOOOOOO ADDR2 OCT 0
OOOOOOOO RfcTADDR OCT 0
I4i3l OOOOOOOO . IDELTA _ OCT 0
l4jj? 00000000 IHAX OCT 0
14133 onoooooo ICOUNT OCT o14134 ononoooo JCOUNT OCT o





























































































































































































































































































































NOP LA« . . . .
LDI PD



















TNZ N7 ._ ...
NOP
















































































































































































































CALL CPF PL CLPO 31
USES MORKINB Otl>2.3.4 "
NOP
LA2 XO CM1 _ ..
LA2 XL










TlXU CM« . ....,.'
TIXLSDL LOM ....
OACI4i«™ CMS .... _ : , , , , .
TIYLSDL LON _. . _
DACIS
Till) CH6















OACU . CM 10 .
«CS 12










TCT CTI _ .. __ . . . .
3-91
DACU DAT*
14637 44110000 C!L AA NOP
14(4Q 70750*0? CPF PL CLPO 02 SORT
14641 79 1 17461 STO A IUCI10
1464? 7* ? 17923 LDD 8 HS1?
14643 26737654 LDI PC MCS 12
14»44 76600000 .. DEC -20B9
1464* 79 1 17462 STU A DlClll
14646 74 2 17542 LOO 6 PHI CH12
1*6*7 2*730000 LDI PC NOP
l*65n 00002640 DEC 360821
1*651 7*5*0000 . MCS 12 NOP .
1*652 75 1 17*63 STD A OAdi2 DE8BEES_.
14653 23470000 LDu 4P NOP EXIT
HAC
3-92

































































































































































































LOOP COUNTER ~" " " ~
WAIT roR INTERRUPT FROH VCO
SELECT VCO
X STACK LOG. 3000
SKIP CONSTANT
XHIT X UPPER
MAKE SURE LOWER SIGN is ZERO
XH1T X LOWcH 1
SKIP ARUUNO y*z !
X Or L VECTORS DONE
ALL x VALUES KNITTED .
SELECT VCU
V STACK LOC. 3000 "
SKIP CONSTANT
JfHIT r UPPER
MAKE SU*E LOWER SIGN is "ZERO""
KNIT T LOW6H
SKIP AROUND 1»X " ""'
r or L VECTORS DONE
. .... .. .... .....
ALL » VALUES XHITTED _
stieeT vcu
3-93















































































































1 STACK LOC. 3000
SKIP CONSTANT.. _
XMJT I UPPER
MAKE SUHE LOWER SI6N IS ZERO
XH1T 2 LOWEH
SKIP AROUND X«V
* OF L VECTORS OON6"























































































































CALL" VECTOR ADDRESS TO C
















































































































CALLI VECTOR ADDRESS TO C
PF6«1 fOR -ROTZ

























































































































CALLi VECTOR ADDRESS TO c
PF6«1 FOR -ROTS

























































































































CALL! ~ VECTOR ADDRESS TO C
PF6»1 FOR -ROTA






































































































































































CALL! VECTOR ADDRESS TO C
PF6«1 FOR .ROTB







1 . - . . , . . . . '.




























































































































CALLI VECTOR ADDRESS TO C
PF6«1 FOR -ROTC
CPF PL CLP 012
USES HORK1NO 2.6.7
C IS UNALTERED




ROTZ """ """• '•• "
ROTY
ROTX "" :




l»33i 00 0 16174
1S332 2*720000






























RESTORE i UNIT X.Y,Z-




















































USFS WORKINGi 0.1 ~
ADO DOUBLEMORD VECTOR 1 TO
DOU9LE MORD VECTOR 2 AND STORE
SUM IN LOC SPECIiJED BY C
CALL! 1ST VtCTOR »DUR~ESS-->A
?ND VbCToA »DUR6SS-->8
STORA6E iODRESS ••> C



































































































































































































MULT VECTOR IN UNIT x.v.l
LOC'S WITH 1 BY 3 DOUBLE WORD
MATRIX STORE RESULTS IN OHIO.
. 1 BY 3 MATRIX LOCATJONJ
CALLI
ADDRESS 1 BY 9 DOUBLE -->D
CPF PL CLP016
USES woRK!N9.0.1...2.5v»t6,Z._..









ACCUM. ADD — .
X ANS IN HI, 2
UP-*»A LOM.->8


























































































































UP-->A STORE RESULT 2 UP
LOU B
































































































































































































































































































CALCULATE, STORE SIN/COS fl"
USES ALL MOKK'lNCI STORAGE
CALLI
C<— VECTOR ADDRESS .
CLO 1 FOR VIEW A
2 FOR VIEW B
3 FOR VI6M C
CPF PL CLP 021
STORE 1-?OU»»2 . .
SHIFT ?OV M10NT_1 L _ ..
STORE ZOV
SHIFT 20M RIGHT 1
STORE ZOW .










CHECK SIGN Of 10V"





























































































00 TO STORAOP .'"
COSINE »0
CHECK 8ION or lov "
00 TO STORAOP





ROTPlR • . .'.
TTL ROTPlR " r
LOCO 15610
MIC
MIC ROTATES P VECTOR FROM SYSTEM
MIC i TO REFERENCE
. MIC . . :.. . .
MIC USES HOOKING 2.5.6.7
M|C . .
MIC CALL I CPF PL ClPO 22
MIC
MIC *
15610 74 4 17075 ROTPl* LDO D SINDA . ... _
1*611 63444444 ° CCL I)D C|L 00
1*612 74 1 17076 LDO A COS DA , . -_
1*613 215*0000 STw SL NOP !•
1*M4 70750426 CPF PL CLP 026 > . -ROTY
1*615 360AOOOO STT PF6 NOP
1*616 70750*10 CPF PL CLP 010 ' . . . . : -ROTA
1*617 3*060000 STT PF6 NOP
1*620 70750*05 CPF PL CLP 003 -ROTt . .
1*621 2357QOOO LDM JP NOP
MAC . _. . ..
3-107
ROTP2R
~" " TTL " ROTP2R""" "
LOCO 15624
M I C
MIC ROTATES P VECTOR FROM
MIC SYSTEM 2 TO REFERENCE
MIC _ _
MIC USES WORKING" 2.5/6.7"
MIC
MIC CALLI CPF PL CLP 023
MIC
MIC
15624 74 4 17077 - LOD D SJN 08 __; "
1*625 63444444 , CCL DO CIL OD
1*626 74 1 17100 LOO * COS OB
1*627 21550000 ST* 5L NOP
1*630 70750426 CPF PL ClP 026 . -ROTr
i*f3i 3*0*0000 STT PF6 NOP
1*632 7n75g4n CPF PL CLP OH -ROT8
1*63* 3606onOU . STT PF6 NOP
1*634 70750406 CP? PL CLP 006 -ROT2
1*635 23570000 LOM »P NOP EXIT
3-108
«OTP3« . . ' . . . .
~ TTL " ROTP3R
LOCO 19640
HIC l • •
NIC BOWES P VECTOR F»OM
HIC SrSTEH 3 TO »EFfc»ENCE
, . .. "1C. ._ •
HIC USES WORKING 2. 5,6.7
MIC
HIC CALL« CPF PL CLP 024
HIC
HIC
15640 74 4 17101 . LCD D. SIN DC '... _..
15641 63444444 CCU OD ClL 00 .
15642 74 1 17102 LDO A COS DC '
1564? 21550000 STW 5L NOP f
l5«44 7075Q426 CPF PL CLP 026 -ftOTV
1S64S 3fOf0000 STT PF6 NOP •: : ,
1»64« 707*0412 CPF PL CLP012 ... -R0TC .., .
15M7 360&0000 STT PF6 NOP
15651 707S0407 CPF PL CLP 007 -ROTS
































































































































































EVEN/ODD FIELD SUBROUTINE'" ~
156SJ • _.._. ._
USES MORK|NS 0.1.2.3.4
CALL cpr PL CLPO 46
PLARZ VIEM A
STM 00
LOI PO " -• •• - - - - - •-•
-5B1S
200 * " "' ' .
AMD AC ROUND PL
CIL cc




CDL 88 (Ufl ?. .-14










-189 • . .. _. . • • -
LDM 4A
LDI PA




200 " " "
AND AC ROUND PL
CIL CC
XOR ee -PL IN. MORKINO a
PCBRZ
CCL AA ' .
DFS 23 83/8-6*89
CDL BB SUB 2»»-14
-189 - . . . . _ - . . . _ .........
 >
STM 48




CCL AA ~" . - . - . - .
LDM 2C


















































































































































































75 1 17345 '
























































CALL CPF PL CLP 044




















































































































































































































CALL! CPF PL CLP 003" ""
i
LOADS LSF jo p.
INPUT -»>c




. coNPL6»-ENj INPUT .V.AI.U.E I.F_.NEO, .._ _.
LOAD MULT. CONST. TO B
MAV GOOD NUN IN A REQ IS 777
TEST FOR TOO LARGE INPUT VALUE
ADO 4 TO D
CK FOR LARGEST SF
HIV VALU£ CONST TO C
MIN VALUE O.K. FTR 03
SUBT 4 FROM 0
O.K. MJN AND MAX NO. .
MASK NO. TO P.
OR |N CHAN NO. TO C._ _







16465 75 1 16471
16466 1412000n























CK FOR LAST CHAN







































































































































































































. ••• — -
•
RESOLVE BEACON V6CTOH '"".
BEACON IN SYSTEM 2
SEEN BY View A IN SYSTEM 1
CALLI CPF PL CLPO 34
FRAME CTR AD»i--»t .. _
FRAHE COUNTtB
DECREMENT «NR STORE COUNT
SAVE 'BLINK' ADDRESS
•BLINK' .:
FTR IF CTR *n













ROT 2 , 2--»R ._ _ .
ROT i , R«-»I
ROTA
BEACON BCNX -->C
























































































































































































































 STw Ok. LRC 07
TCF PFl FTP 03
LDD A LARZU
LOO B LARZLCLD oo FTR o«
TCF PF2 FTR 03
LDO A LRRiU





STW 6D CT5 60
SDL LOM ALC 8P
. TCT CU CU AA
NOP T?0 AS
CCL AA CIL AA
TiO AS CDL AA
CPL AC XOR AA
LDD B IRAD
DFS 23 CPL BA
STw 4A XOR BO
CPF PL CLP o?
CCL AC CIL CC
STM SA LDI PA
DEC .15915810
XOR BB DFS 23
LDI PA CPL AC
' OCT 74000000
AND B* LOW 60
TNZ A7 CCL CB
LDI PL ADL DL
ADR 000 DA
STM LB LDH 5C




0 RETUHN ADDRESS _ .
1,2.3 SORT
4 R/2M 822
5 SORT R/2M Bll
6 ADDRESS MODIFIER
PFl ON FOR VlEM A
PF2 ON FOR VIEW B
. PF3 ON F.OR VIEW C
CALLI CPF PL CLP 035





M 034 TO 027 ,
ROUND ' •
MAKE H NEGATIVE
M M1N |S 2»»4










.._ I . .. . ..... .
DOHC L. ...
16764 00 0 16205 ADR 000 D C O N A B 1 2
16765 ?75?76S4 LDH LB »CS 1? 823
16766 55112342 ADL AA LDM 4R B22
16767 55215722 ADL BA ROR SB
16770 7075Q402 • Cff PL CLP 02 SORT
16771 2364QOOO LD* 6D NOP
1677? ?ft755545 LD| PL AOL DL
16773 00 0 17361 ADR > 000 OORCA
16774 25512307 ST« L* LOW OP STORE Jl Bll
MAC
3-118









































































































































































TMO FOR LUNAR- TE«
SC*UE X POSITION
ORIGINAL POSITION _ ;









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































COS I Nf ROUTINE
ANGLE IN A REG.
MM FRACTIONS OF k CIRCLE)







































I CPF PL CLP 00
I CPF PL CLP 01
,
ADD 90 TO ANOLE
CHECK FOR ANGLE BETWEEN




C2 _ _ _ ' ._ _ '
d • '•
RETURN TO CALL!'-S pfOG»


























































































































NENTQN RAPHSON APPROXIMATION TO THE nxEo
POINT SQUARE ROOT.
» MAY 67 '
ENTER WITH NO. IN A AND B RPO.
AT AN EVEN 8 FACTOR.
ANSWER IN A REG. AT 8/2 SCALE FACTOR
CALLI CPr PL CLPOO?
MQRKINO 1.2.3. USED BY THIS PROO.
J 70,125




21 CCX NO '•' i '. .i SLS NC
ROHILRC i . . . ; • •
01 ADL CC
ROHDAOL AC . ...
ID TCF o?
2A CPS AR '"" ~ : ~ ~










93 ADL 80 / •_
2A. LRC 1
38 SSL ROLD „ _ _ _.. „
DC CIL CC




ID CPX ON ._..._
ROH TNZ OS



























































R ADDRESS IN C
H IN D
COS PH IN A



















































TO Di SIN TO A
B, SIN TO C """
B. -SIN TO A ' " ^~








































































VECTOR ADDRESS TO C
SIN TM TO D
COS TH TO A





FCOS TO 0. SIN TO A
L AT X
SIN TO C. X TO 8
"SIN TO 4 . ....
i TO B
HSIN TO A
STORE t, <2S|N TO A



































































































ROTATE UNIT VECTOR THRU SPECIFIED
SYSTEM
CALLI CLD i.2»oR 3— »SVSTEM
. . NUMBERCPF PL CLPO 04
.DSPS WORK I NO 0.1.2.1.4.6.7



































CPS OB CPU AD
MCS 12 EXC AD
AOL DB CPS OP
TCT CTl Clk AA
TNi OS CDL AA
EXC Lp NOP
MAC





















































ST* oL 6XC LC
LOI BC LOI BD
TCT PF6 FTR 03
CCl DO CIL OH
CCL CC CPS 00
TCT CTl CIU CC




TC.T CTl CIU CC
TN2 OS CHI CC
CPS 00 CDl MN
ST1 LC STI LO
TN4 N7 8Tfl 12
LOM QP CTS 60
H»C
USES WORKING 0.1
SURTRACT DOUBLE VECTOR FROM
SINGLE VECTOR.
.CALL' SINGLE VECTOR ADDRESS--**
DOUBLE VECTOR *OORESS-->8
STORAGF »DDRESS--»C
CPF PL CLPO 20



























CPF CO LRC 03
LDI AB- TCT PF1
CCL 98 CICB8
COt NN STI OB
TN< N7 dTR 03






C?f PL CUPO 17
C REG SeT TO OEST. ADDRESS
Pfl«l FOR C0«»Y NEC. OF VECTOR


































































VECTOR ADDRESS TO C
SIN PS TO D
COS PS TO * ___
PL CLP~027~
USES WORKING 6.7
COS TO C> X TO A
S TO fl _ __
XCOS TO H7
TCOS TO 0, SIN TO A
XSIN TO A





3. 3.2 Transmit Control
•







































































































































•SUKPAC' »f*CH SUKFACb COLUH tOMPUS I T I ONS»
^^ .Q\^
K*CK BACKGMOUNO ANU FOKbOROUNO ^^ ^^ -,f\^ "





































ST« 2C LDx 3C
AOL CC UK 6













 J. C. BAHR ^\J '
SET Uf »OH 3 VlfcMS
.view c
OUTPUT BUFFfcK. AND DATA ADORbSS
VIEK a
OUTi>UT oUFFBH Ai4U DATA ADORtSSbS
VIE* A
OUTPUT BUFFtH A«IU DATA AUDRkSStS
UO>AOORtSS H>K 1 VECTOR STOHfc
L«OATA Aoowti*
INITIALiib CULON COUNT





NO>THMOUGH . ...UO TU 15
FORE IN A
HACK IN B
MASK ort i Hfex uifiit
DIGIT IN A AND B




































































































O C l :
OCI























































SIO>ib IrtDlCAlUR ' ' •' .: "
UtCNtNtAH SuH» AlJb CUUAlT
CiO TO U i









PICK UP OUTPUT surrtR AUI





ADD lu. DtC«chE.<T COOT~Cl
U(J TO lo
UtC*tne*T V l f c w COUNT
S A V C . S I A M T AI>AIN
•C»l
- •" • bLOCK Of 9 LOCAI IONS "-
USEU (ON IfcMHyRtHT






























































' •XH lTCONTM'OT 1 • TRANSfSTT" CUNIRUL DAI A ID VCU*
























































































































MfcStT ALL INUICAIORS. LUCK COM
XMIT CONTROL UAlA
VCU ON CM 0
it STACK LUC. 0
w
XHlTTfcD CONIHUU WURUS FUR ,
*40 'A' AND '«' VALUbS
NO viO BACK
XHITTbD *j PNlOKiry CONfHOL
KQRUS T NO UU BACK
-20 INTU U Mfcli.
*
XMlt traLOCKVTiu MORuS kACH>
OF UVNAHIC CUNTKOL UATA.
SECUNP LEVEL
BEACON
XMlf VPU CONfKOL OA1A
3-133




















































































CDL l)D Thi OF
LDI L* 0TK 02
NIC
LOI PL CLU 06
LOI PA »EL DA
OCf <04bOOUO
LDl PA UTK 2A
UCl 20460
LU1 LA CDL DO*
UTK 2A NQP





•• LOl PL'"».Ltf 20 ' "
ADK uou C CODE»*15
LU1 PC CPL UB
AUK UOU&TAlX
ST«. OK CLU 06
LUH LA LHC 04
SDL /O c&L OD
CUL LL iNC l)F
«TK 04 NOP
STJ CH CLU 06
LD« L* L«C '04 '• ' " '
SUL /O CDL DD
' CDc LL lN< iJF
dTK 04 NQP
STI CH ""tLD '04
' LUrt L* LRC 04
SDL 70 CDL DD
CUL LL IN* OF
(DTK U4 nOP
LRC 0« SDL 70
STI CB CLU 32
LD* OB~ ADL'OL









LDI PA »EL OA
OCl 40400000
. LDH PA UTN 2A
UCl 20446
LRC 09 NOP




ASIliNHENT TU V|bM IN^O>
SENT 6 MORD»
••••••••••••••••••••
PACK COLOK »S>sif»iNME«(T" CUUbS .-




»IX FOR 4 COUbS IN
LAST MOND
STOKE CODES X.X.1-4
AODKtSS OF NeXT UJM








X STACK LUC. 436
3-134
• -











































































































































































"^\ooui ^^  cV^*
06
°* ^ 4^8^ *
^ ^
SKIP OVtK DTMAN1C DAT*
ooui .
OGU2
STATIC uou UAU KOR i am
AMD view ASIUNMCNT
XHir 0ACK FACE UULOrtS
StLtCI VCU
A XMtf blAHtlNC ADtjHtSS





SENu SI A CEKObS
OONt ALL OGU'b
NO, 00 NEXT OiiG
res. uo PACK COLOK COHPUSITJONS
GO TRANSMIT COLOH CUMPISITIONS
ADOH. . sjuHct INPUT
3-135































































































































' " ~ CLU 1
LDM KL
AON







•PACK OdJfcCI COLOH CONPOSITIDNS* '
...........*... *.t».
KACK OBJtWf CULUN CUMK061T1UN
FOR THE VCU










































INITIALI2b VJfeU COOK I
HtT TO »TARI view PACKING
NET TO aTARI COLON HACKING
WfcT TO 31ANI NO*U UMOUP HAC^INC
I»ET NORU ANU INI UAL »HJFT COUNT
NET TO HACK *OHU
bAVt PACKfcD hURU IN b •
RETURN t 10 t CUMH * IX.
1








NO. GO MACK IU OIAHT
UECNbHENT VJtH COUNt







































00 U 64UU »UM





1021UUOU ' ' " " UTH
46/*4691 LU|









•xnfTCOL' »ScKO COLO^ COHPUSITIOmS TU VCU*
TRANSMIT PACKfcD OBJtCT
AND SURFACE CULUK CUHPO»iTIONS
TO VCU
L CRbtUHN
fC CLU 48 TRANSMIT COLOM CUHP!> TO X STACK
2040001)0 . '
PA iEL OC













UU 1 H't OF
LA UTH 02







•••••*••*• DATA BLOCKS •*••••••••



























































































































. . " ~ oci
ocr
>5DO


















































FORt ' UROUNU PLANE
bACK
f 0«l! SKY CLANb
MACK



















































































































































































































u $yrtf*C£ VPUA *4 HITS
U SURFACE VPOC 24 HITb
U OlFKEHENCt VPUA *4 BITS
U
U DIFFEKENCb VPUC 24 BITS
U 1NDICATOH VKUA 6 BJ1S
U INDICATOR VKUC 6 BUS
U OBJ. COLU«S 7-12 VPO» 24 BITS
3-139































































































































































































OBJ. COLORS /-1X VPUC 24 BITS
- - - - - 'OBJ.' COLORS '1-6 VPUX "V BITS
OBJ, COLONS 1-6 VPUC 24 BITS
•••*••••••••••••••••
CO'HPONENI
SuttFAcE VPUA 24' B!T>
SURFACE VPUC 24 HITS
DIFFEHEMCC VPUA X4 BITS
OIFFEHE^K VPUC 24 HITSINDICATOR VPUA « uns
INDICATOR Vrut 6 Bl'»
OBJ. COLOHS /-12 VPUA 24 HITS
OBJ. COLOHS 7-12 VPUC 24 BITS
OHJ. COLOHS 1-6 VPUA 24 BIT*
00 J, COLUHS 1-6 VPUA 24 HITS
SURFACE VPUA- 34 BITS
SURFACE VPUC 24 BJI»
U|FK6HfcP(Ct VPUA 24 HITS
DIFFEKENCti VPUC 24 HITS
IMOICATOH VPUA 6 dll*
INDICATOR VPUC O HITS
OBJ. COLORS /-12 VPUA 24 BITS
OBJ. COLOHS /-I* VPUC 24 BITSJ
" "OHJ". COLOHS r-6 vpuA^s<e« uiTii
WBJ. COLOK& 1-6 VKOA 24 HITS
OBJ. SURF. INU. VPUA 1 BM
' OBJ.SUftf.INU. VPUC I all
BLOCK . «•-
SURFACE VPUB 24 BITS
' • " - . '
D|FFbHEMCb VPUB 24 HITS
INDICATOR VPUH 6 BUS




























































































































































o SURFACE VPUB *4 U|T* ;
u
u
U D|F»ENE*Ck VKU8 24 BITS
u
u •
U |NOIC*TU» VCVH fr BUS
u
u
II OtfJ. COLONS '-If VPWB 24 8ZTS
u ^ —u
0 UdJ. COLONS 1-6 VHUd 24 BJTs
u
U SURFACE VPU» 24 BlTa
u
u
o [)iFte*tsnCk v*-ua 24 BITS .
u
w
V INDICATOR VKUB 6 KirS
V
u
U UHj. COLOrtS f~ljt VPUB 24 81 fs
u
u
U OBJ. COUOMS 1-6 VPUtf 24 HITS
u
w
U OBJ,SURK. JNU. VCU0 1 BIT
u
If
eNu or VFU tttotn












































































COrt ' • ojM
VlfcM OCT U










































FOR X STACK MONT FACfeS
•••••••••••••••••••ft
V|En AS1QN.
' ' COCOR CUUfcS Il-lb
COLOR CvOfcS 1>-1U









SHAUOH.rACE C A JK/08J.





















































































































































































































































SfcL 1 SbL I Dii
DI.OCK run BACK met COLORS
LONG.
COLOR CUHPOSlllUN



























































































































































00131313 ' ' 'J " '
0014J414 '
1Mb • 3X20 HATNlCtbS UlfcU * OK *NU UtVtL
6 OBJS.ASI6MEO 10 VIE* C OGU1
u oaJS.ASiSNto to vie- c ouu2
U OBJS.ASJUt«bU 10 Vlfc" d OUU1
U OBJS.ASI6NEO TO VI&M B OOU2
0 • OBJS.ASiHMbU Ib Vlt* A OttOl
0 Oej».ASI6N6U 10 V|fcN A OU02
47777
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